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Athletes find an edge with DNA profiling 

Simon Hart 
The Daily Telegraph – 18.03.14 
ATHLETICS 
800m runner tailors her training after gene tests 

Top footballers also look to benefit from new technique 

A number of top athletes, including first–team players from two Premier League 
football clubs and elite runners, cyclists and boxers, have undergone revolutionary 
DNA profiling to analyse whether they are getting the maximum benefit from their 
genes. 

The DNA test, which has been pioneered by British company DNAFit, provides 
information on 18 key genes linked to areas of sporting performance such as 
power, endurance, speed of recovery and susceptibility to injury, as well as 
tolerance to various food types, such as carbohydrates. 

The results are being used to tailor training and nutritional programmes to assist an 
athlete's performance. Although gene doping or manipulation is strictly forbidden, 
there is no rule against gene–testing. 

The two Premier League clubs have demanded confidentiality but track athlete 
Jenny Meadows, the 2011 European indoor 800 metres champion, has decided to 
go public with her DNA profiling. 

Her test, which involved laboratory analysis of her DNA collected from a mouth 
swab, revealed that her power to–endurance ratio was 48.8 per cent to 51.2 per 
cent – perfect for middle distance running – and that her ability to recover from 
exercise was exceptional. But it also showed she had a genetic predisposition to 
soft tissue injuries – a revelation she wishes she had been aware of in the run–up 
to the London Olympics when she sustained a serious Achilles injury that ruled her 
out of the Games. "Before the Olympics I put in a really hard winter because I 
thought I had to do something really special to win a medal," she said. "It was a 
high–risk strategy and I got injured. If I'd known I was susceptible to getting injured, 
I would have gone a different way." 

Meadows and her husband and coach, Trevor Painter, have put the information into 
practice by reducing her weekly number of running sessions from 14 to 11 to lower 
her injury risk. But, based on the genetic findings about her high recovery speed, 
they have also cut the amount of rest time between her 400m repetitions in the 
hope it will improve her performances at this summer's Commonwealth Games. "I 
normally get 90 seconds of recovery between reps but we've dropped it to 60 
seconds and I'm running pretty much the same times," she said. 



 

 

The power–to–endurance ratio has particularly important implications for how an 
athlete should train and DNAFit founder Avi Lasarow said the findings from the 
football club testing had resulted in certain players being given modified 
programmes. 

Athletes with stronger endurance genes benefit from greater endurance work in 
their training while athletes with a more powerful genetic makeup gain from 
explosive activities such as sprinting and weightlifting. 

"What we've found is that there's no such thing as a 'one size fits all' approach 
when it comes to training, whether you're training in a team or as an individual," 
said Lasarow, who believes genetic–based training will become the norm in the 
future. 

 
Jenny Meadows and Premier League football clubs look to gain an advantage 
using DNA testing 

Simon Hart 
The Daily Telegraph – 18.03.14 

Team Great Britain athlete Jenny Meadows and other sports starts used DNA 
testing to gain an edge over rivals 

A number of leading athletes, including first-team players from two Premier League 
football clubs and several elite runners, cyclists and boxers, have undergone 
revolutionary DNA profiling to analyse whether they are getting the most out of their 
sporting genes. 



 

 

The DNA test, which has been pioneered by British company DNAFit, provides 
information on 18 key genes linked to areas of sporting performance such as 
power, endurance, speed of recovery and susceptibility to injury as well as 
tolerance to various food types such as carbohydrates or saturated fats. 

The results are being used to tailor training and nutritional programmes to an 
athlete’s individual genetic make-up. Although gene doping or manipulation is 
strictly forbidden, there is no rule against gene-testing. 

The two Premier League clubs have both demanded confidentiality but track athlete 
Jenny Meadows, the 2011 European indoor 800 metres champion, has decided to 
go public with her DNA profiling. 

Her test, which involved laboratory analysis of her DNA collected from a mouth 
swab, revealed that her power-to-endurance ratio was 48.8 per cent to 51.2 per 
cent – the perfect balance for a middle-distance runner – and that her ability to 
recover from physical exercise was excellent. 

But it also showed that she had a genetic predisposition to soft-tissue injuries – a 
revelation she wishes she had known when she increased her training volume in 
the run-up to the London Olympics and ended up sustaining a serious Achilles 
injury that ruled her out of the Games. 

“Before the Olympics I put a really hard winter in because I thought I had to do 
something really special to win a medal,” she said. “It was a high-risk strategy and 
unfortunately I got injured. If I’d known that I was susceptible to getting injured, I 
would have gone a different way.” 

Meadows and her husband and coach, Trevor Painter, have put the information in 
to practice by reducing her weekly number of running sessions from 14 to 11 to 
lower her injury risk. 

But, based on the genetic findings about her high recovery speed, they have also 
cut the amount of rest time between her 400m repetitions in training in the hope it 
will improve her performances at this summer’s Commonwealth Games. 

“I normally get 90 seconds of recovery between reps but we’ve dropped it 60 
seconds and I’m running pretty much the same times,” she said. 

The power-to-endurance ratio has particularly important implications for how an 
athlete should train and DNAFit founder Avi Lasarow said the findings from the 
football club testing had resulted in certain players being given modified 
programmes. 

Athletes with stronger endurance genes benefit from greater endurance work in 
their training while athletes with a more powerful genetic make-up gain more from 
explosive activities such as short sprints and lifting weights. 

“What we’ve found is that there’s no such thing as a ‘one size fits all’ approach 
when it comes to training, whether you’re training in a team or as an individual,” 



 

 

said Lasarow, who believes genetic-based training will become the norm in the 
future. 

“As well as football we’ve had interest from the highest level in athletics. We’re 
working with boxing, cycling and rowing and were going to be doing a clinical trial 
later in the year with swimming. The reality is that I think this is going to filter its way 
in to all elite sports.” 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/othersports/athletics/10703964/Jenny-Meadows-
and- Premier-League-football-clubs-look-to-gain-an-advantage-using-DNA-
testing.html 

 
 

 

 
FOOTBALL GENE-IUS 

Grace Macaskill 

The Daily Mirror – 17.03.14 



 

 

DNA tests on England World Cup stars 

EXCLUSIVE 

ENGLAND'S World Cup squad could have a secret advantage this summer after 
players had their DNA tested to find out who is more injury prone. 

Scientists carried out tests on players from two Premier League teams and a 
leading European club to discover the best training methods for individual 
footballers and who is most likely to get hurt. 

Some of the players in the unnamed teams are tipped to compete in Brazil - where 
they hope their genes can match world great Pele. 

The new research looked at 45 genes which determine players' power, endurance 
and likelihood of injury. 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, who developed the test for UK firm DNAFit, said: "The genes 
concerned determine muscle capacity and inflammation, blood flow and protein 
processes - all 

important in training, recovery and injury. It allows coaches to design tailormade 
training programmes for players. 

"For instance, a player's genes may reveal shorter recovery times from injury." 

The results, obtained from swabs of players' mouths, also give an indication of 
whose muscles have less resistance to inflammation. 

It means coaches can protect players with more physio and massage to avoid 
common injuries such as hamstring and groin strains. 

Olympic athlete Jenny Meadows says she has already benefited from the testing. 

Her DNAFit test revealed perfect genes for mid-distance runs, split between power 
and endurance. The results helped Jenny switch from 400m to 800m in 2005, when 
her career took off. 

England World Cup stars undergo DNA tests which could protect them from 
injury in Brazil 

By Grace Macaskill Daily Mirror – 17.03.14 

The tests by UK firm DNAFit looked at 45 genes which determine power, 
endurance and likelihood of injury - and allow for tailor-made training programmes 

Injury woe: Wayne Rooney is one player who has suffered at key moments 

England's World Cup squad could have a secret advantage this summer after 
players had their DNA tested to find out who is more injury prone. 



 

 

Scientists carried out tests on players from two Premier League teams and a 
leading European club to discover the best training methods for individual 
footballers and who is most likely to get hurt. 

Some of the players in the unnamed teams are tipped to compete in Brazil – where 
they hope their genes can match world great Pele. 

The new research looked at 45 genes which determine players' power, endurance 
and likelihood of injury. 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, who developed the test for UK firm DNAFit, said: “The genes 
concerned determine muscle capacity and inflammation, blood flow and protein 
processes – all important in training, recovery and injury. 

"It allows coaches to design tailor-made training programmes for players. For 
instance, a players’ genes may reveal shorter recovery times from injury.” 

The results, revealed in swabs from players’ mouths, also give an indication of 
whose muscles have less resistance to inflammation. 

  
It means coaches can protect players with more physio and massage to avoid 
common injuries such as hamstring and groin strains. 

Olympic athlete Jenny Meadows says she has already benefited from the testing. 

Her DNAFit test revealed perfect genes for mid-distance runs, split between power 
and endurance. 

The results helped Jenny switch from 400m to 800m in 2005 when her career took 
off. 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/england-world-cup-stars-undergo- 
3250922#ixzz2wDl12XIq 

  

 



 

 

  
THE GENE TEAMS 

BY LAURA WILLIAMSON Daily Mail – 18.03.14 

TWO Barclays Premier League football clubs have commissioned DNA tests for 
their players in an attempt to identify their strengths and weaknesses. 

The clubs have signed a deal with a genetics company, who will use a simple swab 
test to determine an athlete's power and endurance, whether they are prone to 
injury and what diet best suits their genes. 

British company DNAFit are already working with the two top-flight English clubs as 
well as a 'leading' European side and Britain's former 800 metres indoor world 
champion Jenny Meadows, the first athlete to reveal her DNA profile. 

The information gleaned could be used to adapt athletes' individual training 
programmes to help avoid injury and boost performance, while genetic profiling 
could even become part of a player's routine medical examination before a big-
money transfer. 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, chief scientific officer of DNAFit, admitted there is still some 
scepticism with regards to genetic profiling, with people making an incorrect link to 
gene doping, which is banned and deemed 'a threat to the integrity of sport' by the 
World Anti-Doping Agency. 



 

 

But Dr Grimaldi added: 'There's not going to be a single gene that determines 
success or failure, there's no ''Lionel Messi gene'', but we can help people to work 
with the genetics they have. 

'I will be very surprised if, over the next several years, it (genetic profiling) does not 
become absolutely routine. It should be. We're not promising magic but we're just 
hoping to reduce the risk.' 

Dr Grimaldi was cautious about the effectiveness of profiling children's DNA as 
young as 11 or 12 years old in order to stream them into particular sports or help 
identify talent. He said: 'Most of the information in selecting a sport or spotting talent 
is there for us to see with a stopwatch or tape measure.' 

© Daily Mail 

Two Premier League clubs sign up with top genetics company to learn DNA 
profiles of players 

LAURA WILLIAMSON 

Mail Online – 18.03.14 

Two Barclays Premier League football clubs have commissioned tests of their 
players' DNA, with an expert predicting genetic profiling will become 'routine' in elite 
sport over the next few years. 

It is claimed a simple swab test can determine an athlete's power and endurance 
capacity, whether they are particularly prone to injury and what diet best suits their 
genes. 



 

 

 
British company DNAFit are already working with two top-flight English clubs as 
well as a 'leading' European side and Britain's former 800 metres indoor world 
champion Jenny Meadows, the first athlete to reveal her DNA profile. 

The information gleaned from testing 45 gene variants could be used to adapt 
athletes' individual training programmes to help avoid injury and boost performance, 
while genetic profiling could even become part of a player's routine medical 
examination before a big- money transfer. 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, chief scientific officer of DNAFit, admitted there is still some 
scepticism with regards to genetic profiling, with people making an incorrect link to 
gene doping, which is banned and deemed 'a threat to the integrity of sport' by the 
World Anti-Doping Agency. 

But Dr Grimaldi added: 'There's not going to be a single gene that determine 
success or failure, there's no "Lionel Messi gene", but we can help people to work 
with the genetics they have. 

'I will be very surprised if, over the next several years, it (genetic profiling) does not 
become absolutely routine. It should be. 

'We're not promising magic but we're just hoping to reduce the risk. It's like wearing 
a seat belt or looking both ways before you cross the road. 



 

 

'Genetics have only been used before for testing for serious diseases, but we're not 
looking at mutations; just genetic differences - just the same as eye colour, for 
example.' 

Profiling youth footballers could help to reduce the risk of trainees failing to win 
professional contracts owing to bad luck with injury. Tests of elite football teams 
have shown that, on average, top players have a relatively low genetic risk of injury, 
whereas footballers in academy sides have 'exactly the same risk' as the general 
public. 

But Dr Grimaldi was cautious about the effectiveness of profiling children's DNA as 
young as 11 or 12 years old in order to stream them into particular sports or help 
identify talent. 

He said: 'It would be no different to all the other techniques that are used to 
determine which sport, such as arm or leg length; things that are already visible in 
children. Most of the information in selecting a sport or spotting talent is there for us 
to see with a stopwatch or tape measure. 

'In Uzbekistan, for instance, they are not using genetics to identify future champions 
but to know what's possible. They want to find the best way of training their children 
in order to see the best performance. Genetics is just providing more information.' 

Meadows' DNA profile has shown she has the correct mix of power and endurance 
genes to compete in her chosen event, the 800m. The tests also confirmed she has 
a high risk of soft- tissue injuries, something that has dogged her career. 

The 32-year-old told Sportsmail she wished she had known her DNA profile '10 
years earlier' so she and coach Trevor Painter could have tailored her training 
specifically to meet her needs, without wasting time on trial and error. 

Meadows said: 'I always wanted to be sceptical and I wanted to prove the tests 
wrong, but it's given me a really big confidence boost because it shows we're on 
the right lines with my training. 

'It has proved I definitely made the right decision to move up from the 400m, but I 
just wish I had the information 10 years earlier.' 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-2582714/Two-Premier-League-
clubs-sign- genetics-company-learn-DNA-profiles-players.html#ixzz2wJCVAyRn 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Two Premier League clubs sign up with top genetics company to learn DNA 
profiles of players 

MARTYN ZIEGLER, PRESS ASSOCIATION Mail Online – 17.03.14 

Two Barclays Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can be revealed. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

+6 

Under the microscope: Genetic company DNAFit are able to reveal the balance of 
speed and endurance genes in Premier League stars like Daniel Sturridge (left) 

+6 
Revealing: 36-year-old Sylvain Distin (right) is unlikely to have many injury-prone 
genes 



 

 

 

 

 
+6 

Perfect fit: Genetic profiling could give Arsenal and Tottenham more information on 
the nutritional needs of Danny Rose (left) and Tomas Rosicky (right) 

The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team but insists all 
three clubs' identities must remain confidential. 



 

 

It has confirmed, however, that it is working with Britain's 800m runner Jenny 
Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world championships and 2011 European 
indoor champion. 

The whole issue of genes in sport has become controversial after the World Anti-
Doping Agency banned gene doping. 

But Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, said the profiles merely enable 
experts to identify certain genes which make athletes prone to specific injuries, the 
right kind of nutrition for individual sports people, and to provide an exact 
breakdown of their proportion of 'power' or 'endurance' genes. 

Grimaldi said however that there was no 'Lionel Messi gene' identifiable which 
suggested a person had a talent for football. 

+6 

Warning: Keith Grimaldi, chief scientific officer of DNAFit, says there is no 'Lionel 
Messi gene' to determine who has a talent for football 

He said: 'We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership 
player but it is going to make small but important differences which could make an 
impact long term. 

'When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 

 
'We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training - we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

+6 

Looking forward: West Ham boss Sam Allardyce has shown an interest in new 
technology over the years 

Problems: Manchester City striker Sergio Aguero (left) could benefit from the tests 
after suffering a number of injuries this season 



 

 

'Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player. 

'Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk - there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this.' 

The other area is nutrition, and Grimaldi said DNA profiling had been able to help 
some footballers who struggle with losing weight because they have a gene which 
affects the absorption of fats. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-2582714/Two-Premier-League-
clubs-sign- genetics-company-learn-DNA-profiles-players.html#ixzz2wEbe4Gg1 

  
 



 

 

 
Two Premier League teams commission genetic profiles of their players 

Martyn Ziegler 

Independent (Online) – 17.03.14 

Move is bid to identify strengths and weaknesses 

Two Barclays Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can be revealed. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team but insists all 
three clubs' identities must remain confidential. 

It has confirmed to Press Association Sport, however, that it is working with Britain's 
800m runner Jenny Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world championships 
and 2011 European indoor champion. 

The whole issue of genes in sport has become controversial after the World Anti-
Doping Agency banned gene doping. 

But Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, said the profiles merely enable 
experts to identify certain genes which make athletes prone to specific injuries, the 
right kind of nutrition for individual sports people, and to provide an exact 
breakdown of their proportion of 'power' or 'endurance' genes. 

Grimaldi said however that there was no 'Lionel Messi gene' identifiable which 
suggested a person had a talent for football. 

He told Press Association Sport: "We are not going to turn a fourth division 
footballer into a Premiership player but it is going to make small but important 
differences which could make an impact long term. 

"When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 



 

 

"We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training - we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player. 

"Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk - there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this." 

The other area is nutrition, and Grimaldi said DNA profiling had been able to help 
some footballers who struggle with losing weight because they have a gene which 
affects the absorption of fats. 

Meadows, 32, who is targeting Commonwealth and European medals this year, is 
using the DNA information in her training but said she wished she had had the 
benefit of genetic profile at the start of her career. 

The athlete has discovered she has the gene that makes her prone to tendon 
injury, and it was an Achilles problem that saw her miss the London 2012 Olympics. 

She told Press Association Sport: "I do feel a little bit gutted that the technology has 
only become available now. 

"In the last two years I have had two major injuries, and it was an Achilles injury that 
kept me out of the London 2012 Olympics. 

"The DNA profile does show I am prone to tendon injuries which I didn't really know, 
so maybe I could have changed things in my training. Instead of going out running 
on the road maybe I would have done more cross-training or work in the pool." 

Meadows also believes she would have concentrated on the 800m earlier instead 
of combining it with 400m running. 

She added: "The thing that really staggered me was to be exactly 50 per cent 
speed and 50 per cent endurance, which is absolutely perfect for an 800m runner 
and perhaps if I had known this I would have concentrated on the 800m a few years 
earlier instead of pursuing 400m as well. 

"Nutrition is going to be the big thing for me because I have to admit my nutrition is 
not the best - I don't particularly like eating large amounts of fruit and vegetables, so 
I am hoping the genetic profile will give me clearer guidance of what I can and can't 
eat." 

There have been reports that scientists in Uzbekistan are planning to use genetics 
to spot future Olympic champions among children, but Grimaldi said that "a 
stopwatch would be more useful" as a first indicator, and that environment played a 
huge role in athletes' development. 



 

 

He added: "There are some companies making some really wild claims - one in the 
USA had an advert saying 'imagine you could find out what sports your child could 
excel at before they can walk. Now you can'. 

"We don't believe there is any evidence that genetics can be used to select a 
sport." 

DNAFit is also due to announce on Monday that it is involved with a study of 80 
athletes at Manchester University. 

http://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/news-and-comment/two-premier-
league-teams- commission-genetic-profiles-of-their-players-9196470.html 

 
 

3. UK Sports & Online Coverage 

Great Britain's 800m runner Jenny Meadows' genetic testing has determined 
she is prone to tendon injuries 

Sky Sports News – 17.03.14 

Great Britain's 800m runner and 2011 European indoor champion Jenny Meadows 
has become the first athlete to reveal the results from working with personal 
genetics company DNAFit, which have concluded she is prone to tendon injuries. 

The tests, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose an athletes speed and 
endurance genes as well as determine whether or not they have injury-prone genes 
and the best nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, 32, is using the DNA information in her training as she targets 
Commonwealth and European medals this year- and admitted she wishes genetic 
profiling had been available at the start of her career. 

An Achilles injury saw her miss out on the London 2012 Olympics and had she of 
known she was prone to these injuries Meadows said she could have altered her 
training. 

"I do feel a little bit gutted that the technology has only become available now," 
Meadows said. 

"In the last two years I have had two major injuries, and it was an Achilles injury that 
kept me out of the London 2012 Olympics. 

"The DNA profile does show I am prone to tendon injuries which I didn't really know, 
so maybe I could have changed things in my training. Instead of going out running 
on the road maybe I would have done more cross-training or work in the pool." 



 

 

 
Meadows also stated that the genetic testing determined that her DNA make-up 
was perfect for a 800m runner which if she had known at the start of her career 
could have prevented her from pursuing the 400m as well. 

"The thing that really staggered me was to be exactly 50 per cent speed and 50 per 
cent endurance, which is absolutely perfect for an 800m runner and perhaps if I had 
known this I would have concentrated on the 800m a few years earlier instead of 
pursuing 400m as well," Meadows said. 

"Nutrition is going to be the big thing for me because I have to admit my nutrition is 
not the best - I don't particularly like eating large amounts of fruit and vegetables, so 
I am hoping the genetic profile will give me clearer guidance of what I can and can't 
eat." 

DNAFit is also working with two Barclays Premier League clubs to conduct genetic 
profiles of their players but Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, said 
there was no 'Lionel Messi gene' identifiable which suggested a person had a talent 
for football. 

"We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership player but it 
is going to make small but important differences which could make an impact long 
term," Grimaldi said. 

"When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 



 

 

"We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training - we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player." 

http://www1.skysports.com/news/12040/9219034/great-britains-800m-runner-jenny- 
meadows-genetic-testing-has-determined-she-is-prone-to-tendon-injuries 

 
 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

MSN Money – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England (AP) - British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games - and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 



 

 

causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://money.msn.com/business-
news/article.aspx?feed=AP&date=20140317&id=17440257 

 
TWO PREMIER LEAGUE CLUBS WORKING WITH DNA PROFILE COMPANY 

tribalfootball.com – 18.03.14 
Two Premier League clubs are working with a personal genetics company to 
provide DNA 

profiles of their players. 

The Daily Mail says the two clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to identify their strengths and potential weaknesses. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team but insists all 
three clubs' identities must remain confidential. 

http://www.tribalfootball.com/articles/two-premier-league-clubs-working-dna-profile- 
company-4012838#.UygmdKh_sT8 

Two Premier League clubs 'sign up for programme looking at players' DNA' 

Danielle Joynson, Staff Reporter Sports Mole – 18.03.14 



 

 

Two Premier League clubs have reportedly signed up to a company that will test 
their players' DNA in a bid to learn more about their genetics. 

British company DNAFit aim to help football clubs discover a player's endurance 
capacity and power, as well as if they are prone to injuries. 

"There's not going to be a single gene that determine success or failure, there's no 
'Lionel Messi gene', but we can help people to work with the genetics they have," 
the Daily 
Mail quotes DNAFit's chief scientific officer Dr Keith Grimaldi as saying. 

"I will be very surprised if, over the next several years, [genetic profiling] does not 
become absolutely routine. It should be." 

It has been claimed that the company are already working with a European club, as 
well as British 800 metres runner Jenny Meadows. 

http://www.sportsmole.co.uk/off-the-pitch/news/premier-league-clubs-sign-up-for-
dna- programme_144922.html 

 
   

 
 

MEADOWS HAILS NEW DNA TESTS 

Emag – 17.03.14 

Great Britain’s 800m runner and 2011 European indoor champion Jenny Meadows 
has become the first athlete to reveal the results from working with personal 
genetics company DNAFit, which have concluded she is prone to tendon injuries. 

The tests, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose an athletes speed and 
endurance genes as well as determine whether or not they have injury-prone genes 
and the best nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, 32, is using the DNA information in her training as she targets 
Commonwealth and European medals this year- and admitted she wishes genetic 
profiling had been available at the start of her career. 

An Achilles injury saw her miss out on the London 2012 Olympics and had she of 
known she was prone to these injuries Meadows said she could have altered her 
training. 

“I do feel a little bit gutted that the technology has only become available now,” 
Meadows said. 

“In the last two years I have had two major injuries, and it was an Achilles injury that 
kept me out of the London 2012 Olympics. 



 

 

“The DNA profile does show I am prone to tendon injuries which I didn’t really 
know, so maybe I could have changed things in my training. Instead of going out 
running on the road maybe I would have done more cross-training or work in the 
pool.” 

Meadows also stated that the genetic testing determined that her DNA make-up 
was perfect for a 800m runner which if she had known at the start of her career 
could have prevented her from pursuing the 400m as well. 

“The thing that really staggered me was to be exactly 50 per cent speed and 50 per 
cent endurance, which is absolutely perfect for an 800m runner and perhaps if I had 
known this I would have concentrated on the 800m a few years earlier instead of 
pursuing 400m as well,” Meadows said. 

“Nutrition is going to be the big thing for me because I have to admit my nutrition is 
not the best – I don’t particularly like eating large amounts of fruit and vegetables, 
so I am hoping the genetic profile will give me clearer guidance of what I can and 
can’t eat.” 

DNAFit is also working with two Barclays Premier League clubs to conduct genetic 
profiles of their players but Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, said 
there was no ‘Lionel Messi gene’ identifiable which suggested a person had a talent 
for football. 

“We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership player but it 
is going to make small but important differences which could make an impact long 
term,” Grimaldi said. 

“When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 

“We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training – we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

“Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player.” 

http://emag.co.uk/meadows-hails-new-dna-tests/85570 

 
4. UK Regional & Scottish Coverage 

In a league of their own: football clubs commission genetic profiles of 
players 

Herald – 17.03.14 



 

 

Two Barclays Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can be revealed. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team but insists all 
three clubs' identities must remain confidential. 

It has confirmed, however, that it is working with Britain's 800m runner Jenny 
Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world championships and 2011 European 
indoor champion. 

The whole issue of genes in sport has become controversial after the World Anti-
Doping Agency banned gene doping. 

But Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, said the profiles merely enable 
experts to identify certain genes which make athletes prone to specific injuries, the 
right kind of nutrition for individual sports people, and to provide an exact 
breakdown of their proportion of 'power' or 'endurance' genes. 

Grimaldi said however that there was no 'Lionel Messi gene' identifiable which 
suggested a person had a talent for football. 

He told Press Association Sport: "We are not going to turn a fourth division 
footballer into a Premiership player but it is going to make small but important 
differences which could make an impact long term. 

"When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 

"We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training - we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player. 

"Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk - there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this." 

The other area is nutrition, and Grimaldi said DNA profiling had been able to help 
some footballers who struggle with losing weight because they have a gene which 
affects the absorption of fats. 



 

 

Meadows, 32, who is targeting Commonwealth and European medals this year, is 
using the DNA information in her training but said she wished she had had the 
benefit of genetic profile at the start of her career. 

The athlete has discovered she has the gene that makes her prone to tendon 
injury, and it was an Achilles problem that saw her miss the London 2012 Olympics. 

She told Press Association Sport: "I do feel a little bit gutted that the technology has 
only become available now. 

"In the last two years I have had two major injuries, and it was an Achilles injury that 
kept me out of the London 2012 Olympics. 

"The DNA profile does show I am prone to tendon injuries which I didn't really know, 
so maybe I could have changed things in my training. Instead of going out running 
on the road maybe I would have done more cross-training or work in the pool." 

Meadows also believes she would have concentrated on the 800m earlier instead 
of combining it with 400m running. 

She added: "The thing that really staggered me was to be exactly 50 per cent 
speed and 50 per cent endurance, which is absolutely perfect for an 800m runner 
and perhaps if I had known this I would have concentrated on the 800m a few years 
earlier instead of pursuing 400m as well. 

"Nutrition is going to be the big thing for me because I have to admit my nutrition is 
not the best - I don't particularly like eating large amounts of fruit and vegetables, so 
I am hoping the genetic profile will give me clearer guidance of what I can and can't 
eat." 

There have been reports that scientists in Uzbekistan are planning to use genetics 
to spot future Olympic champions among children, but Grimaldi said that "a 
stopwatch would be more useful" as a first indicator, and that environment played a 
huge role in athletes' development. 

He added: "There are some companies making some really wild claims - one in the 
USA had an advert saying 'imagine you could find out what sports your child could 
excel at before they can walk. Now you can'. 

"We don't believe there is any evidence that genetics can be used to select a 
sport." 

DNAFit is also due to announce on Monday that it is involved with a study of 80 
athletes at Manchester University. 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/home-news/in-a-league-of-their-own-football-
clubs- commission-genetic-profiles-of- 
players.1395044310?utm_source=www.heraldscotland.com&utm_medium=RSS%
20Feed& utm_campaign=Scottish%20News 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Meadows on the rise as DNA secrets revealed 

STEVE DOUGLAS 

Scotsman – 18.03.14 

British 800 metres runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test 
designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games – and a trio of leading European football teams are to 
follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles – using a simple mouth swab – to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a programme of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800m in 
2010, became the first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA yesterday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. “To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a 
combination of hard work, luck and timing. But if I’d known my genetic strengths 
and weaknesses I could have trained more effectively.” 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, said that two English Premier 
League teams and another leading club in Europe have also commissioned genetic 
profiles of their players – but can’t be named for confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalised advice on training programs and nutrition and give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800m instead of 400, and that the potential 
of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, causing her to make 
changes to her training schedules that included reducing her running sessions and 
doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her recovery times were 
quicker than average. In winning the 800m in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 
seconds, she is among the top six in the world this year. 

Grimaldi added that the test could help football teams going to the World Cup know 
which players are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. “The genetic 
variants are very common,” he said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. 
The only thing you can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 



 

 

http://www.scotsman.com/sport/more-sport/athletics/meadows-on-the-rise-as-dna-
secrets- revealed-1-3343958 

 
 

Building the perfect beast Premier League clubs take search for perfection 
into DNA profiling 

Press & Journal (Aberdeen) – 18.03.14 
WEIRD SCIENCE: But don’t expect a flurry of mini Messis to appear any time soon 

Two English Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to identify strengths and potential weaknesses. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players’ balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

 
Sport 

Who's got the best genes for the job? 

Evening Gazette (Teeside) – 18.03.14 
TWO Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their players to 
identify 

their strengths and potential weaknesses. 

The profiles, obtained via a mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of speed and 
endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best nutrition to fit 
their DNA. 

The company, DNAFit, also works with a European team and top athletes including 
Britain's 800m runner Jenny Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world 
championships. 

Keith Grimaldi, chief scientific officer of the company, said the pro-files just identify 
certain genes which make athletes prone to specific injuries. 

"There is no 'Lionel Messi gene' that suggest a person had a latent talent for 
football," he said. 

"We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership player but it 
is going to make small but important differences which could make an impact long-
term. 



 

 

"When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn for instance. That is useful information and it is far 
better to know it than not. 

"Profiling can help personalise training - we look at about 15 genes associated with 
power and endurance and we see very wide range among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. 

"That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training and nutritional needs 
for the individual player. 

"Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk - there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this." 

Andy Vallis 

Western Daily Press (Birmingham) – 18.03.14 

FOOTBALL: Two Barclays Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic 
profiles of their players to identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can 
be revealed. The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company 
to provide DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. The profiles, obtained 
via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players’ balance of speed and endurance 
genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best nutrition to fit their DNA. 
The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading 

European team but insists all three clubs’ identities must remain confidential. 

http://www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Andy-Vallis-World-Sport/story-20820379- 
detail/story.html#ixzz2wJXHalzc 

 
 

5. International Print & Online 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve 

Sky Sports News (Australia) – 18.03.14 

British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games - 
and a trio of leading European football teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles - using a simple mouth swab - to identify genes that make athletes prone to 
certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and nutrition 
to fit their DNA. 



 

 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

'I only wish I'd had this information years ago,' said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

'To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and timing. 
But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could have 
trained more effectively.' 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

'The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalised advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,' Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. 

It also told her that her recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

'The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,' she said. 'This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.' 

Grimaldi said the test - it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting the 
results - could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players are 
more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

'What we are trying to emphasise is that the genetic variants are very common,' 
Grimaldi said. 'There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.' 

http://www.skynews.com.au/health/article.aspx?id=959083 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve 



 

 

Fox Sports (Australia) – 17.03.14 
BRITISH runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed 
to 

prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth 
Games. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,’’ said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.’’ 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, said two Premier League teams 
and another leading club in Europe have also commissioned genetic profiles of 
their players. He said they can’t be named for confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalised advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,’’ Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

 
“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,’’ she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.’’ 



 

 

Dr Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to 
getting the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which 
players are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

“What we are trying to emphasise is that the genetic variants are very common,’’ Dr 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.’’ 

http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/dna-secrets-helping-athletes-
improve/story- e6frf56c-1226857551822 

 
 

Clubs sign up to genetic profiling 

Special Broadcasting Service (Australia) – 17.03.14 
Two English Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their 
players to 

identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can be revealed. 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players' balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team but insists all 
three clubs' identities must remain confidential. 

It has confirmed however, that it is working with Britain's 800m runner Jenny 
Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world championships and 2011 European 
indoor champion. 

The whole issue of genes in sport has become controversial after the World Anti-
Doping Agency banned gene doping. 

But Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, said the profiles merely enable 
experts to identify certain genes which make athletes prone to specific injuries, the 
right kind of nutrition for individual sports people, and to provide an exact 
breakdown of their proportion of 'power' or 'endurance' genes. 

Grimaldi said however that there was no 'Lionel Messi gene' identifiable which 
suggested a person had a talent for football. 

He said: "We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership 
player but it is going to make small but important differences which could make an 
impact long term. 



 

 

"When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 

"We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training - we look at about 
15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player. 

"Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk - there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this." 

The other area is nutrition, and Grimaldi said DNA profiling had been able to help 
some footballers who struggle with losing weight because they have a gene which 
affects the absorption of fats. 

http://theworldgame.sbs.com.au/news/1184388/Clubs-sign-up-to-genetic-profiling 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve 

Courier Mail (Australia) – 17.03.14 
New info ... Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent 
injury and 

improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games. Source: AP 
BRITISH runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed 
to 

prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth 
Games. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,’’ said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.’’ 



 

 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, said two Premier League teams 
and another leading club in Europe have also commissioned genetic profiles of 
their players. He said they can’t be named for confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalised advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,’’ Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,’’ she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.’’ 

Dr Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to 
getting the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which 
players are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

 
“What we are trying to emphasise is that the genetic variants are very common,’’ Dr 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.’’ 

http://www.couriermail.com.au/sport/more-sports/dna-secrets-helping-athletes- 
improve/story-fnii0hmo-1226857551822 

 
 

Jenny Meadows reveals her DNA: "She wishes she'd known it years ago" 

Voice of Russia (broadcast) – 17.03.14 

Download podcast 

Top British athlete Jenny Meadows - an 800-metre European championship 
medalist - has become the first sportsperson in the world to publicly reveal 
the secrets of their 

DNA through a genetic test. We spoke to Dr Keith Grimaldi, chief scientific 
officer from DNAFit, the company that carried out the tests. 



 

 

They've looked a specific genes associated with sports and nutrition. It's important 
to help athletes in particular know how to optimise their eating habits and their 
training. 

"Our genetics affect our requirements for certain vitamins and minerals, and it also 
affects our responses to training." 

DNAFit looks at the genes associated with, for example, power and endurance 
sports, he said. They can't select the best sports fro an individual, but they can give 
information which is useful for training:"If an individual has more variants associated 
with endurance then the training programme would reflect that." 

Dr Grimaldi has been working on personal genetics for the past 12 years. During 
that time, the costs have come down, and more information is becoming available 
as research continues. 

They currently look at about 45 genetic variants covering exercise-related and 
nutrition- related genes, he says. As research moves forward, they will look at more 
genes. 

We asked if this of any use for Olympic teams, for example? 

"Yes, it will help with the training programme. In Jenny Meadow's case, she's had a 
history of injury. The DNA results show her to have a fairly equal balance between 
endurance and strength, and she has a higher than average injury risk - she's 
happy to know this but wishes she'd known it years ago." 

He says they don't make any predictions about sporting ability based on the 
genetics - what they're providing is some extra but essential information. Genetics 
contributes about 50 or 60 percent of sporting capabilities, and environmental 
aspects like nutrition, your upbringing and so on provide the other half. 

At the moment you'd base your training on age, goals, fitness and so - the DNAFit 
provides extra information and in the case of areas like tendon injury, this is useful 
because it is avoidable, Dr Grimaldi told us. 

http://voiceofrussia.com/uk/news/2014_03_17/Jenny-Meadows-reveals-her-DNA-
She- wishes-shed-known-it-years-ago-1643/ 

  
 

World Cup preparations: England stars undergo DNA tests which could 
protect them from injury in Brazil 

Standard Media (Kenya) – 17.03.14 
LONDON: England's World Cup squad could have a secret advantage this summer 
after 

players had their DNA tested to find out who is more injury prone. 



 

 

Scientists carried out tests on players from two Premier League teams and a 
leading European club to discover the best training methods for individual 
footballers and who is most likely to get hurt. 

Some of the players in the unnamed teams are tipped to compete in Brazil – where 
they hope their genes can match world great Pele. 

The new research looked at 45 genes which determine players' power, endurance 
and likelihood of injury. 

Dr Keith Grimaldi, who developed the test for UK firm DNAFit, said: “The genes 
concerned determine muscle capacity and inflammation, blood flow and protein 
processes – all important in training, recovery and injury. 

"It allows coaches to design tailor-made training programmes for players. For 
instance, a players’ genes may reveal shorter recovery times from injury.” 

The results, revealed in swabs from players’ mouths, also give an indication of 
whose muscles have less resistance to inflammation. 

It means coaches can protect players with more physio and massage to avoid 
common injuries such as hamstring and groin strains. 

Olympic athlete Jenny Meadows says she has already benefited from the testing. 

Her DNAFit test revealed perfect genes for mid-distance runs, split between power 
and endurance. 

The results helped Jenny switch from 400m to 800m in 2005 when her career took 
off. 

http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/health/article/2000107136/world-cup-preparations-
england- stars-undergo-dna-tests-which-could-protect-them-from-injury-in-brazil 

    
 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Washington Post (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 



 

 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.” 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,” she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.” 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

“What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common,” 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/dcunited/dna-secrets-helping-athletes-
improve- performance/2014/03/17/1f9456e2-addf-11e3-b8b3-
44b1d1cd4c1f_story.html 

 
 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 



 

 

By STEVE DOUGLAS, AP Sports Writer San Francisco Chronicle (US) – 17.03.14 

 
� 

FILE - This is a Wednesday, Aug. 19, 2009 file photo of Britain's Jenny Meadows 
as she celebrates after winning the bronze medal in the final of the Women's 800m 
during the World Athletics Championships in Berlin. British runner Jenny Meadows 
is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her 
performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games _ and a trio of leading European 
football teams are about to follow her lead. The test is a brainchild of London-based 
company DNAFit, which obtains genetic profiles _ using a simple mouth swab _ to 
identify genes that make athletes prone to certain injuries. It can also ensure they 
can tailor a program of training and nutrition to fit their DNA. Photo: David J. Phillip, 
AP 

MANCHESTER, England (AP) — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of 
the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are 
about to follow her lead. 



 

 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

  
"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained 
more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 



 

 

http://www.sfgate.com/sports/article/DNA-secrets-helping-athletes-improve-
performance- 5323895.php 

  
  

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

10News (ABC – US) – 17.03.14 

 
MANCHESTER, England - British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games -- and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles -- using a simple mouth swab -- to identify genes that make athletes prone 



 

 

to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

http://www.10news.com/lifestyle/health/dna-secrets-helping-athletes-improve-
performance- 03172014 

  
DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

The Gazette (Colorado, US) – 18.03.14 

British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games - 
and a trio of leading European football teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles - using a simple mouth swab - to identify genes that make athletes prone to 
certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and nutrition 
to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

http://gazette.com/dna-secrets-helping-athletes-improve- 
performance/article/1516624#vf6H0lhiKmq7Wz3Q.99 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Salt Lake Tribune (Utah, US) – 18.03.14 

Manchester, England • British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA 
test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I’d had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 



 

 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

 
 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/sports/57693318-77/dna-genetic-grimaldi-injury.html.csp 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Artesia News (New Mexico, US) – 17.03.14 

This is a Wednesday, Aug. 19, 2009 file photo of Britain’s Jenny Meadows as she 
celebrates after winning the bronze medal in the final of the Women’s 800m during 
the World Athletics Championships in Berlin. British runner Jenny Meadows is 
using a revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her 
performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games _ and a trio of leading European 
football teams are about to follow her lead. The test is a brainchild of London-based 
company DNAFit, which obtains genetic profiles _ using a simple mouth swab _ to 
identify genes that make athletes prone to certain injuries. It can also ensure they 
can tailor a program of training and nutrition to fit their DNA. (AP Photo/David J. 
Phillip, File) 

MANCHESTER, England (AP) — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 



 

 

ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

http://www.artesianews.com/2014/03/17/ap-news/sports-ap-news/dna-secrets-
helping- athletes-improve-performance/ 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Herald Online (South Carolina, US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

 
 

 
The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 



 

 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.heraldonline.com/2014/03/17/5777483/dna-secrets-helping-athletes- 
improve.html#storylink=cpy 

  
Jenny Meadows DNA Testing: Genetic Link To Being Injury Prone? 

Inquisitr.com (US) – 17.03.14 

Jenny Meadows is a British professional runner who suffered a devastating achilles 
injury prior to the 2012 Olympics in London. It turns out, Jenny Meadows could 
have had a chance to compete had she known something important hidden in her 
DNA. New genetic testing revealed that Meadows is injury prone when it comes to 
her tendons. 

DNAFit is a sports genetic testing company that has developed a revolutionary way 
to see how athletes predispositions give them an advantage or disadvantage. The 
DNA testing results, run by Keith Grimaldi who is DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, 
are helping Jenny Meadows, 32, in preparation for the upcoming Commonwealth 
and European games. Meadows talked about the findings and how they were 
impacting her future. 

“The DNA profile does show I am prone to tendon injuries which I didn’t really 
know, so maybe I could have changed things in my training. Instead of going out 
running on the road maybe I would have done more cross-training or work in the 
pool.” 



 

 

Besides determining if an athlete is injury prone, the DNA testing can also reveal 
certain genetic profiles that may help them excel at certain sports. For Jenny 
Meadows, the DNA testing revealed she was evenly balanced in terms of speed 
and endurance. Being balanced is critical for her event, the 800 meter race. 
Currently, Meadows is the 800 meter indoor European champion. 

“The thing that really staggered me was to be exactly 50 per cent speed and 50 per 
cent endurance, which is absolutely perfect for an 800m runner and perhaps if I had 
known this I would have concentrated on the 800m a few years earlier instead of 
pursuing 400m as well.” 

Jenny Meadows’ DNA testing has turned heads in England, where two Barclays 
Premiere League teams are currently working with DNAFit to take a look at their 
soccer players. In fact, Grimaldi believes his companies DNA testing could benefit 
the British team on their way to the 2014 FIFA World Cup. 

“When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance who has a very 
high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who is in between. 
That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not... Some are fast 
over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover every blade on 
the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training for the 
individual player.” 

The implications of the DNA testing for major sports is far reaching. Imagine if NBA 
teams could have run similar testing on players like Sam Bowie or Greg Oden, prior 
to selecting them in the NBA draft? It is possible that this form of DNA testing could 
become an integral part of formulating the profiles of professional athletes for 
scouting purposes. Of course, they would have to be willing to agree to the 
process. 

As Jenny Meadows approaches the end of her running career, DNA testing is 
helping her make decision that may extend how long she keeps going. It’s hard to 
imagine other professional athletes wouldn’t be interested in the same information. 

   
  

http://www.inquisitr.com/1175390/jenny-meadows-dna-testing-genetic-link-to-being-
injury- prone/ 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

By Steve Douglas, Associated Press KSL-tv (Utah, US) – 18.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England (AP) — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 



 

 

to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

http://www.ksl.com/?nid=143&sid=29094848#w5qlBicMfp0CP1Wq.99 

  
 

British runner uses DNA test to improve performance, 3 European football 
teams could be next 

Steve Douglas, AP Writer The Tribune (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 



 

 

running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.tribtown.com/view/story/9704b20b57744edf8603ab4cdb990258/ATH--
Genetic- Help 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

By STEVE DOUGLAS 
Charlotte Observer (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 



 

 

have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

  
"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2014/03/17/4772889/dna-secrets-helping-
athletes- improve.html#.UycNTqh_sT8#storylink=cpy 

DNA testing: the next big thing for high-performance athletes 

Hamilton Spectator (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 



 

 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her 

 
 

training schedules that included reducing her running sessions and doing more 
cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her recovery times were quicker than 
average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.thespec.com/news-story/4416072-dna-testing-the-next-big-thing-for-
high- performance-athletes/ 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Belleville News Democrat (US) – 17.03.14 



 

 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

  
"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 



 

 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.bnd.com/2014/03/17/3113449/dna-secrets-helping-athletes- 
improve.html#storylink=cpy 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

STEVE DOUGLAS 
The State (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

  
Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 



 

 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.thestate.com/2014/03/17/3331413/dna-secrets-helping-athletes- 
improve.html#storylink=cpy 

DNA secrets helping athletes improve performance 

Poughkeepsie Journal (US) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 meters in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

  
“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.” 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 



 

 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 meters instead of 400 meters, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favorites for gold 
in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,” she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.” 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

“What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common,” 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 

http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/viewart/20140317/SPORTS06/303170046/DN
A- secrets-helping-athletes-improve-performance 

 
 

DNA test used by British athlete to improve performance, prevent injury 

British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth 
Games 

Steve Douglas The Associated Press 

Toronto Star (Canada) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND—British runner Jenny Meadows is using a 
revolutionary DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance 
ahead of the Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football 
teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 



 

 

to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.” 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, said in a phone interview that 
two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe have also 
commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be named for 
confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,” she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.” 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

 
“What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common,” 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 

http://www.thestar.com/sports/amateur/2014/03/17/dna_test_used_by_british_athle
te_to_im prove_performance_prevent_injury.html 



 

 

 
 

How a British runner is using a revolutionary DNA test to improve 
performance, with Premier League teams set to follow 

Steve Douglas, Associated Press National Post (Canada) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England — British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games — and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles — using a simple mouth swab — to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.” 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

If I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could have trained 
more effectively 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 



 

 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you can get out of the 
result is useful and important to know 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,” she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.” 

Grimaldi said the test — it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results — could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

“What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common,” 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 

http://sports.nationalpost.com/2014/03/17/how-a-british-runner-is-using-a-
revolutionary-dna- test-to-improve-performance-with-premier-league-teams-about-
to-follow/ 

 
 

New DNA test could revolutionize athletic training 

MetroNews (Canada) – 17.03.14 

MANCHESTER, England – British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary 
DNA test designed to prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games – and a trio of leading European football teams are about 
to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles – using a simple mouth swab – to identify genes that make athletes prone 
to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medallist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the 
first athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

“I only wish I’d had this information years ago,” said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

“To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I’d have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively.” 



 

 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can’t be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

“The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalized advice on training programs and nutrition and also give an idea of any 
increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures can be 
taken,” Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, 
causing her to make changes to her training schedules that included reducing her 
running sessions and doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her 
recovery times were quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

“The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury,” she said. “This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport.” 

Grimaldi said the test – it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results – could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

“What we are trying to emphasize is that the genetic variants are very common,” 
Grimaldi said. “There’s no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know.” 

http://metronews.ca/sports/974048/new-dna-test-could-revolutionize-athletic-
training/ 

DNA TESTS TO HELP ATHLETES 

The Nelson Mail (New Zealand) – 18.03.14 

British 800m runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games - 
and a trio of leading European football teams are about to follow her lead. The test 
is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic profiles - 
using a simple mouth swab - to identify genes that make athletes prone to certain 
injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and nutrition to fit 
their DNA. 

Runner uses DNA testing to improve performance 



 

 

STEVE DOUGLAS 
Stuff.co.nz (New Zealand) – 18.03.14 

British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games - 
and a trio of leading European football teams are about to follow her lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles - using a simple mouth swab - to identify genes that make athletes prone to 
certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a programme of training and 
nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Meadows, a world indoor silver medalist in the 800 metres in 2010, became the first 
athlete to publicly reveal the secrets of her DNA on Monday. 

"I only wish I'd had this information years ago," said Meadows, who has discovered 
she has the gene that makes her prone to the kind of tendon injuries that forced her 
to miss the London Olympics in 2012. 

"To get to the top as an athlete, it takes a combination of hard work, luck and 
timing. But if I'd have known what my genetic strengths and weaknesses I could 
have trained more effectively." 

Dr. Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, told The Associated Press in a 
phone interview that two Premier League teams and another leading club in Europe 
have also commissioned genetic profiles of their players. He said they can't be 
named for confidentiality reasons. 

"The idea of having knowledge of genetic variation is such that we can give 
personalised advice on training programmes and nutrition and also give an idea of 
any increased risk of tendon injury, if there is any, so that preventative measures 
can be taken," Grimaldi said. 

The DNA test revealed to Meadows that she has an even split of power and 
endurance, making her ideally suited for 800 metres instead of 400 metres, and 
that the potential of her 

 
sustaining a sports-related soft-tissue injury was high, causing her to make 
changes to her training schedules that included reducing her running sessions and 
doing more cardio work on a bike. It also told her that her recovery times were 
quicker than average. 

In winning the 800 at a meet in Prague last month in 2 minutes, 1.67 seconds, she 
is among the top six in the world this year and could be one of the favourites for 
gold in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 

"The real eye opener has been the prediction that I have a high risk of potential 
sports injury," she said. "This is the biggest fear for any athlete wanting to excel at 
their sport." 



 

 

Grimaldi said the test - it takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting the 
results - could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players are 
more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

"What we are trying to emphasise is that the genetic variants are very common," 
Grimaldi said. "There's no hint of any bad news in the results. The only thing you 
can get out of the result is useful and important to know." 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/sport/other-sports/9839186/Runner-uses-DNA-testing-to-
improve- performance 

DNA tests could prevent sports injury 

Radio New Zealand (New Zealand) – 18.03.14 
British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury 

and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth Games. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit, which obtains genetic 
profiles using a simple mouth swab to identify genes that make athletes prone to 
certain injuries. 

It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training and nutrition to fit their DNA. 

Doctor Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit's chief scientific officer, says two Premier League 
teams and another leading club in Europe have also commissioned genetic profiles 
of their players. 

Grimaldi says the test which takes two weeks from taking the mouth swab to getting 
the results, could help football teams going to the World Cup know which players 
are more at risk of sunstroke or sunburn, for example. 

http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/sport/239118/dna-tests-could-prevent-sports-injury 

  
 

Man Utd rule out genetic profiles for their players 

MARTYN ZIEGLER – PUBLISHED 18 MARCH 2014 02:54 PM Irish Independent 
(Ireland) – 18.03.14 

Manchester United have ruled out commissioning genetic profiles of their players 
on ethical grounds, it can be disclosed. 

Two unnamed Premier League clubs have been revealed as having ordered the 
DNA data on their senior and junior players to flag up whether they have genes 
which indicate being injury-prone and their balance of power and endurance genes. 



 

 

Such profiling has been questioned by sports science experts, and United are 
understood to be concerned about the ethical implications of taking DNA data from 
their players. 

A United spokesman told Press Association Sport: "We're aware of the science but 
we don't feel it's appropriate for our practise." 

A British-based company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading European team as 
well as the two Premier League clubs but has insisted their identities must remain 
confidential. 

Britain's 800metres runner Jenny Meadows, bronze medallist at the 2009 world 
championships and 2011 European indoor champion, has confirmed however she 
is using her genetic profile to help avoid injury and choose the best nutrition. 

Meadows' profile has shown she has a version of a gene which may make her 
susceptible to tendon injuries. 

The availability of similar genetic data to football clubs about their players however 
raises ethical concerns. 

Dr Ross Tucker, who works for Sports Science Institute of South Africa which has 
carried out a lot of research into genetics and sport, said such information could be 
used by clubs to determine whether to keep a player on, sell him or pay him less. 

Tucker said: "Knowing there is a predisposition to injury or performance presents 
some ethical problems. 

"The genetic information belongs to the individual, and it is a very sensitive issue. If 
you were a player with a slightly increased risk of a cardiac incident or even just 
tendon injuries, and the club has access to that data that could influence their 
thinking if they are preparing to spend millions of pounds on that player." 

Tucker was approached by a different genetics company when we was working 
with South Africa's rugby sevens team but rejected the approach. 

http://www.independent.ie/sport/soccer/man-utd-rule-out-genetic-profiles-for-their-
players- 30103714.html 

   
  

 
Soccer 

Top clubs look for edge in their players’ DNA The Irish Examiner (Ireland) – 
18.03.14 

Two Premier League clubs have commissioned genetic profiles of their players to 
identify their strengths and potential weaknesses, it can be revealed. 



 

 

The clubs signed a deal this season with a personal genetics company to provide 
DNA profiles of both senior and academy players. 

The profiles, obtained via a simple mouth swab, disclose the players’ balance of 
speed and endurance genes, whether they have injury-prone genes and the best 
nutrition to fit their DNA. The company, DNAFit, is also working with a leading 
European team but insists all three clubs’ identities must remain confidential. 

The company has confirmed however, that it is working with Britain’s 800m runner 
Jenny Meadows, a bronze medallist at the 2009 world championships and 2011 
European indoor champion. 

The whole issue of genes in sport has become controversial after the World Anti-
Doping Agency banned gene doping. But Keith Grimaldi, DNAFit’s chief scientific 
officer, said the profiles merely enable experts to identify certain genes which make 
athletes prone to specific injuries, the right kind of nutrition for individual sports 
people, and to provide an exact breakdown of their proportion of ‘power’ or 
‘endurance’ genes. 

Grimaldi said, however, that there was no ‘Lionel Messi gene’ identifiable which 
suggested a person had a talent for football. 

He said: "We are not going to turn a fourth division footballer into a Premiership 
player but it is going to make small but important differences which could make an 
impact long term. When the England team go to Brazil we could know in advance 
who has a very high risk of sunstroke or sunburn, who has a very low risk, and who 
is in between. That is useful information and it is far better to know it than not. 

"We believe the profiling can help with personalising the training — we look at 
about 15 genes associated with power and endurance and we see very wide range 
among footballers. 

"Some are fast over short distances while an endurance footballer is able to cover 
every blade on the pitch. That may be obvious anyway, but it can help tailor training 
for the individual player. 

"Genetic profiling is also is useful to identify those with a higher than average injury 
risk — there is a genetic component to tendon injuries and training regimes can 
counter this." 

In the area of nutrition, Grimaldi said DNA profiling had been able to help some 
footballers who struggle to lose weight because they have a gene which affects the 
absorption of fats. 

Meadows, 32, is using the DNA information in her training but said she wished she 
had had the benefit of a genetic profile at the start of her career. 

The athlete has discovered she has the gene that makes her prone to tendon 
injuries, and it was an Achilles problem that saw her miss the London 2012 
Olympics. 



 

 

She said: "I do feel a little bit gutted that the technology has only become available 
now. 

"Instead of going out running on the road maybe I would have done more cross-
training or work in the pool." 

 


